DESIGN STUDIO

Design Challenge
Extraordinaire: The Time Traveler
Design Project: A Drinks Carrier
About the Extraordinaire
The Time Traveller journeys across space and time to collect and sell artefacts. It’s a dangerous job for our
Extraordinaire. She must navigate alarm systems, disarm traps, and survive both futuristic and ancient worlds.
Our Extraordinaire must be prepared for anything.
Technology is important for the Time Traveller. If she loses any technology from a different time she finds
herself in, it could alter the history of the world. Designing for the Time Traveller should make you question how
much technology you want to include, verses how much technology you can risk including.
All designs for the Time Traveller should follow her steampunk style.

Design Solution: Multi Tool

Time
Traveler
A Drinks
Carrier

Materials
• Morphi installed on either a Mac or an iPad
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Procedure
1. Start by creating a hexagon. You can do this by: connecting 6 triangles, selecting all of them and pressing the
merge button in the menu to the left, using the draw function and 3D extrude, or select a triangle and increase
the number of sides using the slider in the bottom menu. You need 7 hexagons for this project.
You can find shapes in the menu to the right. The top symbol is for the draw function, which allows you to draw a
shape, or import a high contrast image and create a 3D shape from that. The middle cuboid symbol is the menu
for shapes, and the bottom symbol is the menu for 3D letters.
You can select an object by clicking on it, and deselect by clicking away. Clicking on other objects, while you
have something selected will select multiple objects.
At the very top of the left hand menu is a copy button which will instantly make a duplicate of all the pieces you
have selected!
2. Take one of your hexagons and drag it away from the others. Make it slightly bigger and decrease the thickness
to create a base. Make sure the base is on the floor by using the small arrow above the selected piece. Drag a
cylinder from the menu and place it next to your base hexagon.
If there isn’t an arrow above the selected hexagon, but a circle and semicircles, make sure that the rotate button
on the left menu is not selected.
3. Select the cylinder and the base hexagon. An interface should pop up for the x, y, and z axis. Press the centre
button on the interface for the x and y axis, which should place the cylinder in the centre of your hexagon. Use
the sliders in the bottom menu to resize the cylinder.
Make sure that there is a good clearance space around the cylinder so that you can cut away at the edges.
4. Resize all but one of the other hexagons to get progressively smaller, making sure that at least half of largest
hexagon fits into the clearance space left around the cylinder.
5. Click on one of your resized hexagons, and place it next to an edge of the base. Highlight the rotate button on
the left menu. Using the rotation interface turn the hexagon so the point faces in towards the cylinder, and the
straight sides of the hexagon are parallel to the edge of the base. Make sure that the hexagon is taller than the
base, place it half way into the base, and press the subtract button on the left hand side.
6. Repeat step 5 for each resized hexagon.
Check the design to check where your hexagons should go.
These holes are mini wrenches, to use when tightening or loosening bolts!
7. Drag a ring from the shape section in the right hand menu, and align it to the centre of the cylinder and base.
Change the size and thickness so that the ring is just big enough to be visible through the cylinder.
When you “centre” something, you need to make sure that you select all of the parts you want to affect.
If you are ever struggling to get the right size or placement of a piece, select the part you want to manipulate
and press the transforms button. This will allow you to create any size or shape you need.
8. Copy this shape twice, aligning all three of them to the centre of the cylinder and base. Drag the rings up/
down so that they form a group of 3. Select all 3 rings, and press the group button on the left menu.
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Grouping a selection of objects allows you to treat that selection as a single object. Next time you try and click
on an object in a group, or change the shape or size of an object in a group, you effect the entire group.
9. Select the 3 rings and create a copy. Align everything to the centre, and ensure the rings are towards the
centre. Take another ring from the right hand menu, and increase the size and diameter. Align that to the centre
as well.
10. Move the larger ring up to the top of the cylinder, and re size it so that it cuts into the cylinder, creating
a smooth curve up to the top of the cylinder. Copy this ring, align it and move to the bottom of the cylinder.
Subtract both.
These subtractions are making space for your grouped 3 se. You can subtract your ring, to see how the ring
groups look on the curve. Don’t be afraid to undo and change it.
11. Move one of your ring groups up so that it rests on the curve at the top of the cylinder, and the other ring
group to the bottom.
12. Take your final hexagon and centre it to the model you have so far. Position it at the top of the model, and
make it a similar size to your base hexagon.
This is the lid for your water bottle. You’ll add more details to it later!
13. Take another cylinder and centre it with the rest of your model. This cylinder should have a large diameter
and be thin. Copy this cylinder to create a second cylinder of the same thickness but smaller diameter.
These cylinders are for the middle section, and should look more like disks than tubes.
14. Move the smaller disk to the side and copy it. Move the larger disk across, and centre it with one of the
smaller disks. Select the smaller disk and subtract it from the larger. Copy this ring, and move both copies over
to an empty part of your workspace.
I keep spare copy of some of the parts I’m working on, in case I make a mistake that would take a lot of time to
undo.
15. Copy the central cylinder from your main model and move it to the side, center it with your disk. Drag a
cylinder across from the right hand menu, and bring it up to the same height as your disk.
16. Place your new cylinder between your central cylinder copy and the edge of your disk. Increase the size of
the new cylinder to partially cover the edge of the disk, and cut into the central cylinder.
17. Copy the smaller cylinder so that you have 4, and lay them in a cross pattern. Subtract the small cylinders
and create a copy of your new shape. Subtract the central cylinder.
You are aiming to recreate the centre of the middle section of the model. You can subtract a cylinder to see how
it looks, and then undo and re size if you aren’t happy with the shape.
18. Before you move anything, select each of the small shapes and group them. After grouping them, press
copy and move the duplicate shapes to the side. Centre them to one of your rings. This is the basic shape of the
central disk. Make a second disk, and centre it to your main model.
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19. Take a triangular prism from the right hand menu. And place it alongside your standalone, central disk.
Rotate the triangular prism so that the points face in towards the centre, and place it in the space left by the
subtracted cylinder.
20. Adjust the size of the triangular prism so that the edges don’t touch the inner shape of the disk. Copy this
so you have four prisms, once for each space. Subtract each of these prisms.
At this point you should be left with the inner shapes of the disk, and 4 irregular cuboid shapes.
21. Select one of the cuboids and your central disk. Use the vertical menu to level your cuboid to the centre of
your disk, placing the selected cuboid inside the disk, with the back face sticking out just slightly.
The cuboids should match up with the inner structure of the disk. You are going to be hollowing out these parts
to make way for the tools which will be hidden in there.
22. After making sure that only your cuboid is selected, hold the “shift” key on your keyboard and drag any
slider on the bottom menu down to slightly decrease the size of the your shape
When subtracted this should create a hole in the ring – make sure that it doesn’t delete any of the structure
above or below it.
23. Copy the smaller cuboid 3 times, placing a copy adjacent to the inner structure of the disk, rotating them to
face in towards the centre.
24. Select your cuboid shapes and group them. Copy this group and move it down. Select your original group
and subtract it.
25. Take your copied grouped shapes from step 18 and bring them over to towards the model. Ungroup this
selection.
26. Select one of the ungrouped shapes and line it up with the matching part of the disk, moved slightly away
from the centre of the disk to make it visible through the hole make by your cuboid earlier.
27. Hold shift and move one of the sliders at the bottom down to decrease the size of your shape. Make sure it
is still in the centre, then copy it three times so you can place one in each hole. Subtract these shapes.
28. Bring a cylinder over from the right hand menu. Centre it with the rest of your model and change the
diameter so that it creates a hole down the centre of your main cylinder, without covering the curves at the top
and bottom. It should be long enough to extend beyond the top of the cylinder and stop just before the base
hexagon. Subtract the new cylinder.
29. Move the group of 3 rings at the top of the model to the side. Grab another cylinder and change the
diameter to be the same, or slightly smaller than the hole in your base cylinder.
30. With the new cylinder, select your group of rings and centre them together. Make sure that the top of the
cylinder is roughly at the same height as the top of the ring group and drag in a semi sphere.
31. Alter the diameter of the semi sphere to match the cylinder and select the “merge” button.
The merge button permanently combines two shapes.
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32. Copy the merged cylinder and semi sphere, and while holding the shift decrease the size of your copied
shape. Centre both the merged shapes onto each other, making sure that the smaller is slightly taller than the
original shape. Subtract the smaller shape.
This is the foundation for your water filter.
33. Using a ring from the right hand menu, fill in the gap between the hollowed cylinder and grouped rings at
the top. Group these three shapes together.
34. Create a cylinder with the same diameter as the interior of the filter, and move it to the centre of the top
hexagon, not extending above the top of the hexagon. Make sure the length doesn’t extend beyond the three
rings, and group it.
35. To create the lock pick piece which slots into the base, make a long, nearly flat cuboid. This cuboid should
be about three-quarters of the length of the base hexagon.
36. Grab another cube and create the vertical part, which should be roughly the same thickness as the
horizontal piece, and the same width, but stretch vertically upwards about the same height as the base
hexagon.
37. Group these two parts together, copy it and increase the size of one very slightly by holding down shift and
using one of the sliders in the bottom menu.
38. Take your large lock pick shape place it slightly below the top of the base hexagon. Rotate the lock pick to
be perpendicular to one of the flat faces of the hexagon, and insert it so that the back of the lock pick is still
visible, and subtract it.
39. Select one of you cuboid shapes and rotate it so that the inner edge faces away from your model.
These cuboid shapes are “lids” or “stoppers” for the compartments in the central disk.
40. Move a cone into the space from the right hand menu, and place it next to your cuboid. Rotate it so that
the point faces away from your model.
41. Alter the “diameter 1” slider so that the base of the cone fits onto the inner curved face of your cuboid.
Similarly, change “diameter 2” so that the point of the cone becomes a flat face. Make sure that “diameter 1” is
still larger than “diameter 2” however.
You may want to increase the height of this cylinder also. Make sure it would still fit into the space you made in
the disk! This is the handle for your screwdriver, and other attachments.
42. Take a cylinder from the right hand menu and decrease the diameter and height. This cylinder needs to
have a smaller diameter than the end of your screwdriver handle. Place this shape on the edge of your handle.
This is the magnet to keep the attachments on.
43. Move around the model to the right and select the cuboid lid, rotate it so that the inner, curved face of
your cuboid now looks upwards. Copy the screwdriver handle and bring the duplicate over.
44. Increase the diameters of your cylinder slightly. Bring a cube over from the right hand menu. Place it under
your cylinder, so that a small section of the bottom of the cylinder isn’t visible anymore. Subtract the cube.
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When you subtract the cube you will notice a change on your cylinder when you next click on it. The bottom
menu has changed from “Diameter 1”, “Height” and “Diameter 2” to “Scale x”, “Scale y” and “Scale z”. This
means you can no longer edit specific elements of your shape, but gain the ability to edit the shape as a whole.
45. Your goal for this step is to increase the width of the cylinder so that the base is an oval, but to ensure that
the largest flat face of your cylinder fits onto the small curved cuboid face.
46. Take a semi sphere, and alter the shape so that it fits on top of your altered cylinder. To do this, use a
cube the same way you did in step 44, and subtract a small even amount from the flat bottom face of the semi
sphere, then alter the width with the sliders. Finally place it on top of your cylinder.
47. To finish off this shape, drag in and resize a cylinder to place on the top of the shape you have just created.
This cylinder should be very small.
This shape is your liquid solder sachet!
48. Copy the smaller cylinder on the end of your screwdriver handle a few times, and centre them on one of
the flat faces of each of your extra cylinders, so that the small cylinder is mostly inside of the extra cylinder.
Subtract the copied smaller cylinders.
49. Bring another cylinder over from the right side menu. Bring the diameter down to make it very thin, and
copy it twice. Arrange your three cylinders on the curve of one of your extra cylinders, making sure they are
evenly spaced and form a line. Merge these shapes.
This is what a key in Ancient Egypt looked like!
50. Enter the draw function on the right hand menu. On this screen draw a straight line up curving around to be
horizontal, like a small hook. Press 3D in the top right hand corner.
51. Reduce the size and height of the hook so that it fits onto one of the unaltered faces of the extra cylinders.
Merge the two together.
You may want to make the cylinder smaller so that the bit isn’t as long as the others. You can either use the
sliders, or you can grab a shape, for example a square, and subtract it from the end. Make sure if you are
subtracting shapes that you don’t subtract the holes you created.
52. In the draw function draw, or import, the silhouette of a flat screw driver head. Make that 3D.
53. Reduce the size and height of the screwdriver head so that it fits onto one of flat edges of the unused extra
cylinders.
54. Take a roof piece and rotate it so that the top edge of the roof is horizontal. Centre the height of the roof
with the screwdriver head.
The sides of the roof should be above and below the screwdriver head.
55. Alter the width, height and length of the roof so that it intersects the top and bottom faces. Subtract the
roof.
When you subtract the roof, there may be small parts of the screwdriver head left over. Select these and delete
them.
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56. Duplicate the screwdriver head, place it onto the flat face of one of the unused extra cylinders and merge
these together.
57. Take your other screw driver head and another roof shape. Rotate this roof shape so that the top edge of
the roof is vertical.
58. Alter the width, height and length of the roof so that it intersects the sides of the screwdriver head.
Subtract the roof, and duplicate the remaining shape.
59. Rotate one of the screwdriver head shapes onto its side and centre the two shapes together. This should
form a Phillips screwdriver head. Merge these shapes and place them on the end of one of your last extra
cylinder, then merge again.
60. Move a ring over from the right hand menu and reduce the overall size, keeping the thickness of the ring
and place it in the centre of your top hexagon. Make sure the ring is placed just under half way into the top face
of the hexagon.
61. Grab a second ring from the right hand menu. Increase the diameter and reduce the thickness so that this
ring fits in the gap under the ring you created in the last step.
62. After taking a cube from the right hand menu and placing it in the workspace, grab the cuboid outside the
final empty compartment of your disk and move it out slightly.
63. Resize your cube so that it is a thin, vertical rectangle which would fit inside the cuboid lid shape. Create a
second rectangle, but significantly thicker, and slightly smaller. Group these.
This is the toothbrush head for your model. It should slot into the disk cuboid as a protector for the brush end.
64. Copy the grouped shape, and reduce the size of the duplicate. Place the larger shape into the curved
cuboid, so that the end just sticks out. Subtract the shape.
65. Bring a cube over from the right hand menu and place it by the base hexagon, on the opposite side to the
lock pick piece.
66. Flatten your cube, make sure the width isn’t wider than the side of the hexagon and increase the length to
be roughly two thirds of the hexagon. Duplicate the shape.
This is your mirror.
67. Increase the size of your duplicate very slightly and place it into the base hexagon, at a height which won’t
alter the lock pick hole. Subtract this shape.
68. Finally take a ring, decrease the diameter and thickness and attach it to the short side of the mirror.
Finished!

